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Recap of Meeting April 16, 2015 
 
HOA Members Represented
Aldea 
Canyon Sands 
Canyon View Estates #7  
Cathedral Canyon #1 
Cathedral Canyon #4 
Cathedral Canyon #8 
Cathedral Canyon #12 
Cathedral Canyon #17 
Cathedral Springs 
First Palm Springs Villa Alejo 
Kingston Court 

La Pasada 
Mira Vista 
Montage at Mission Hills 
Palm Court 
Parc La Quinta 
Sonora Wells 
Sun City Palm Desert 
Terra Lago 
Versailles 
Villa Alejo 

Insurance Advisor – Matt Lawton – Prendiville Insurance Agency 
Legal Counsel – Jennifer James – Affordable HOA Legal Services 

 
Welcome: Mike Traidman, Chair 
 
Treasurer’s Report – To be distributed 
 
Guest Speaker – Matt Lawton, Certified Insurance Counselor & Community  
 Insurance and Risk Management Specialist – Prendiville Insurance Agency 
 “2015 Insurance Update for HOAs – What do we need to know?” 
 
Mike Traidman welcomed Matt Lawton.   
  
Matt distributed a syllabus titled “Information Guide to Homeowners Association 
Insurance for Desert Cities HOA Council” that he loosely followed and embellished upon 
during his presentation. 
 
He pointed out that the requirements for HOA insurance is defined by the Insurance 
Section of the CC&Rs.  Some CC&Rs are very specific and some are not, but they 
define what is required. 
 
Generally there are two types of HOA developments: 

 Planned Unit Developments (PUD) – Single family homes where the structures 
are self -insured by the owners 

 Condominiums – Multi-family structures where the structure is insured by the 
HOA and the contents are insured by the occupants. 

 There also is a hybrid type that occurs occasionally where the structures are 
single family homes where the structures are insured by the HOA. 

 
Matt stressed that HOA insurance is different than most other types of insurance.  It is 
very specialized and governed by different laws and requirements.  At any time, if you 
have questions regarding your coverage you should ask your agent to explain.  A big 
factor in determining the insurance premiums you will be charged is the “Loss Runs” for 
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the last 4 years.  This is like the DMV record of your driver’s license.  It is a tracking of 
insurance claims.    
 

Property Insurance - Coverage is for direct physical loss to the Association owned 

property and/or buildings.  This would include any common area property owned by the 
association.  Coverage should be for full replacement of property and in condominiums 
it can include or exclude floor, wall and ceiling coverings. In general, individual owners 
are responsible for insuring the contents of their homes against damage.  Some CCRs 
require owners to carry this insurance referred to as an HO-6 Policy.  In addition, CCRs 
may prohibit co-insurance on HOA Master Insurance policies.  Be sure to ask for full 
disclosure.  
 
A responsible insurance agent will go to the property and become familiar with it.  He 
will inventory the assets to be insured and input them in a computer model used by all 
insurance agencies to determine valuations (see attachment 1). 
 

Building Ordinance - Loss in Value due to undamaged building removal- included  

Undamaged Building Removal (B) This coverage is needed for the cost of demolition 
and removal of debris of the undamaged portion of the building in the event that building 
ordinance or law requires demolition.  Must state dollar limits.  
Increased Cost of Construction (C) Covers the increased cost to repair, reconstruct or 
remodel damaged or undamaged parts of the building to comply with a building 
ordinance or law.  Make sure dollar limits are disclosed.  
 

General Liability - Coverage is for the Association and members for negligent acts 

and/or omissions resulting in bodily injury, personal injury, advertising injury and/or 
property damage on the premises of the association.  For example: the Board directs 
the landscape contractor to remove a tree.  The contractor removes the tree and leaves 
a hole and someone falls in.   
 
The law states that if certain minimum statutory policy limits are met, the individual 
owners cannot be held responsible if damages exceed the coverage.  The statutory 
minimum is $2 Million per occurrence if the project consists of fewer than 100 units or 
lots, and $3 Million per occurrence if the project is more than 100 units or lots.  
Disclosed as first figure (2 or 3M), second figure is aggregate for total limit on claim 
payments during coverage period.  Umbrella policy can extend limits.  
 

Directors & Officers Liability - Coverage is for a Director or Officer of an 

Association that commits a negligent act or omission, or misleading statement.  In most 
policies, coverage is also provided for the costs of defense such as legal fees and other 
court costs in addition to the policy limits.  Coverage should include all current and 
former Board, Committee Members and the Property Manager.  To cover the committee 
members they should be formally appointed during an open Board meeting and their 
appointments noted in the minutes.   
The statutory minimum is $500K per occurrence if the project consists of fewer than 100 
units or lots, and $1 Million per occurrence if the project consists of more than 100 units 
or lots.  
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D & O Insurance is on a “claims made” basis, i.e. the insurance company at the time the 
claim is made is responsible to pay.  Matt recommends that if you are changing 
insurance companies and suspect the possibility of a D & O claim you should purchase 
a “tail end” D & O policy from your old insurance carrier.  That way the claim would not 
be dumped on the new carrier. 
 
NOTE: If the court assesses punitive damages to the Association, those are not covered 
by D & O Insurance. 
 

Umbrella Liability - This coverage extends over the general liability and, in most 

cases, the Directors & Officers liability for additional limits that might be required or 
needed.  Typically the more amenities the HOA has the greater the umbrella coverage.  
See statutory minimum limits above.  
 

Financial Protection - Fidelity Bond covers the association for theft of money or 

other property lost from dishonest acts of its employees, either named or by positions.  
The bond covers all dishonest acts, such as larceny, theft, embezzlement, forgery, 
misappropriation, wrongful abstraction, or willful misapplication, whether employees act 
alone or as a team.  
 
Davis-Stirling minimum recommendation is 3 times the monthly assessments + total 
reserve assets.   
Association Income will reimburse the Association for income it loses (Assessments) 
due to a covered cause of loss.  
Money & Securities covers money and securities stolen by a non-employee.  
FHA & Fannie Mae now require the same minimum limit for owners to obtain fixed rate 
lending within condominium associations.  Be sure to check the CC&R's for 
requirements that may call out for higher limits.  
 

Workers Compensation & Non-Payroll Workers Compensation -  

Coverage is for employee or an uninsured vendor's employee who is injured or disabled 
in connection with work on the property.  Non-Payroll Policy coverage for Board & 
Committee Members can and should be selected to avoid added risks and exposures 
the Association would have for medical costs, lost wages or limbs if a vendor's lapse in 
coverage were to take place without the proper protection in place.  This has already 
been tested in the California courts.   The cost is typically $500 to $600 per year for a lot 
of peace of mind. 
 

Other important aspects of insurance protection for 
HOAs: 
 

Additional Insured (A/I) Endorsements protect the Association from a negative 

financial impact and is perhaps the most important job of the Manager and the Board. 
Paying careful attention to the details of an A/I is key in delivering protection to the 
Association.  
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Here are some suggestions I hope you will find helpful as you navigate any upcoming 
construction project, or even the renewal of an annual contract from a service provider:  
 
License Type and Status - Before you select the winning bid, you should have already 
checked the contenders' license status which will verify that their licenses are active. 
Also, check the classification of each license, making sure they're a match for the job at 
hand. After all, you don't want to hire a painter to re-roof your Association.  These cross 
checks can be easily performed at www.cslb.ca.gov.  You can also verify that the 
contractor has a valid license bond which greatly helps out should a legal dispute arise. 
For contractors with ongoing jobs at your associations, this process should be done 
annually.  
 
Subcontracting - In addition, make sure they disclose in their contracts if sub-
contracting will be used for work performed.  The sub-contractor must have the same 
insurance requirements and AI endorsements to insure the Association is financially 
protected.  In addition, the sub-contractor should be aware of all work requested to be 
performed within the general contractor's contract.  
 
Additional Insured Endorsement (A/I) - These documents, separate from a certificate 
of insurance, protects the HOA and Management Company with extra coverage.  So 
while a contractor's certificate of insurance does a great job of proving coverage by 
listing the insurance company, policy number, coverage dates and limits of coverage, it 
doesn't tell you much else.  Even if the certificate states "ABC HOA and Great 
Management Company" are named as additional insured" this doesn't guarantee the 
contractor actually has an additional insured endorsement and should not be accepted 
as such.  In order for the Association to be covered, you need to ask for and receive a 
separate document that is specifically called an "Additional Insured Endorsement" 
naming the full legal names of your HOA and your Management Company.  
 
Protection - When issued properly, the A/I endorsement protects you in two primary 
ways:  

1. Claims: It will provide liability protection against claims related to the contractor's 
work, the most basic being an injured person or a claim for damaged property.  
However, a huge concern is "Products and Completed Operations" and the A/I 
endorsement must grant this coverage in order to be truly effective.  All parties 
involved want to know that when the work is done and the contractor has gone 
on to another job, any subsequent damage caused by the contractor's previous 
work will be covered.  

2. Lapse in coverage: The endorsement comes with a built-in guarantee that the 
coverage is in force.  As part of the endorsement, the insurance company agrees 
to notify all additional insureds should the coverage lapse.  

 
Please refer to the attached recommended AI three step process informational flyer 
(Attachment 2) 
 
 

Contractor's Policy and Certificate Reviewed Annually:  
As powerful as an A/I Endorsement is, it will not speak to any and all policy exclusions.  
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Due to an explosion in claims being filed on Association's policies, some contractors 
have had policy exclusions that prohibit or limit the contractor's involvement in certain 
jobs.  The contractor needs to address their insurance policy exclusions annually on 
their renewal date.  In order to help expand on verifying that there are no such 
exclusions, in addition to our 3 step process, here are other suggestions you might wish 
to consider:  

1. Policy:  Order a complete copy of the policy and ask the Association's or 
Management Company's attorney to review the policy and its exclusions to 
identify language that will limit coverage.  

2. In writing:  Have the contractor's insurance agent or insurance carrier write a 
letter certifying that there are no exclusions or limitations allowing the contractor 
to perform a specific job or have them fill out and sign a checklist document (refer 
to handout) that lists most of the important exclusions to be aware of.  Option one 
is more prudent; however, other options are definitely an improvement over not 
checking anything.  

 
Commercial General Liability Insurance:  
The limits of General Liability insurance should always start out at $1,000,000 per 
occurrence and $2,000,000 aggregate.  This means that the contractor is covered for 
$1,000,000 for a single event, but no more than $2,000,000 will be paid out in a year if 
more than one claim was filed. Depending on the job and the advice you may obtain 
from legal counsel, it may be more appropriate to ask for higher limits and an Umbrella 
policy may be added.  
 
Association Auto Liability Insurance (Owned, Non-Owned & Hired):  
Make certain your contractor has provided Commercial Auto liability including owned, 
non-owned and hired auto coverage with $1,000,000 single limit.  This covers the 
Association liability when vehicles owned by others are used for Association business 
and all vehicles hired by the company.  Commercial auto policies provide additional 
insured endorsements.  If the vendor is working for the Association but not entering the 
premises, then this may not be necessary i.e. Accountant.  
 
Workers' Compensation Insurance:  
It is imperative that the contractor carry Workers' Compensation.  Over the last several 
years, we've all seen the press surrounding this issue, so we will skip the details.  This 
is a critically important aspect in protecting the Association, as well as the Management 
Company so all Iost wages and medical claims are made under the contractor's policy.  
Recently, in the California Court of Appeals a case was settled in which a Homeowners 
Association hired a contractor to perform some work on the Association and an 
employee was injured.  The contractor allowed his Worker's Compensation Insurance to 
expire so it was determined that the Property Management Company, Property 
Manager and the Association were responsible for this employee's medical cost and lost 
wages.  
 
Non-Payroll Workers' Compensation policy:  
It is prudent to carry this policy for any exposure to incidental labor even if an 
Association has no employees.  For instance, if a vendor of the Association fails to carry 
or their coverage lapses, then the Association and Membership can rely on their own 
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Non-Employee Workers' Compensation policy to protect them from liability.  Master 
Association policies do not provide protection.  
 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
 
What does Workers' Compensation cover?  
Workers' Compensation covers any work-related injury or illness to employees or casual 
labor of Homeowners Associations no matter who causes the job-related accident. 
Specifically, a policy would guarantee: Medical bills, rehabilitation, loss of income, loss 
of limb, death, etc.  In exchange for these guarantees, injured employees are barred 
from suing their employers and co-workers.  This would include the Association and 
Membership.  
 
Failure to Carry No-Payroll Workers' Compensation Insurance:  
Even if an Association has no employees, it is prudent to carry a No-Payroll Workers' 
Compensation policy for any exposure to incidental labor.  For instance, if a vendor of 
the Association fails to carry or their coverage lapses, then the Association and 
Membership can rely on their own Workers' Compensation policy to protect them from 
liability.  Master Association policies do not provide this financial protection.  Recently, in 
the California Court of Appeals a case was settled in which a Homeowners Association 
hired a contractor to perform some work on the Association and an employee was 
injured.  The contractor allowed his Worker's Compensation Insurance to expire while 
still performing work on the association.  It was determined that the Property 
Management Company, Property Manager and the Association were responsible for 
this employee's medical cost and lost wages.  
 
Board and Committee Members:  
Consideration should be always be given to covering board members and volunteers.   
Please note that many insurance companies will not add board members and 
volunteers.   There have been instances where volunteers, committee and board 
members have been injured walking the property or doing errands for the HOA.  The 
financial repercussions can be prevented by securing this Workers' Compensation 
coverage.  
 
Financial Cost No-Payroll Worker's Compensation:  
With Farmers Insurance, for as little as $525.00 annually, the Homeowner's Association,  
Committee and Board members will be insured for medical costs and lost wages if an 
injury were to happen or due to a lapse on a vendor's policy to insure financial 
protection of the membership if an employee were to be injured or disabled while 
working for the Association.  This No-Payroll Workers' Compensation (WC) policy is not 
meant to replace the vendor's WC policy for their employees on payroll.  It is a state law 
requirement to carry this insurance policy for all employees other than the owners of the 
company.  
 
Workers compensation policies provide the amounts you pay to any contractors who do 
not carry their own workers compensation coverage, be considered as your employees 
due to the Association hiring them.  In doing so, the failure of the vendor having this 
mandatory coverage in place may directly impact your workers compensation costs if 
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there were an audit performed, the Association's business partners were contacted and 
could not provide evidence of worker's compensation coverage for their employees.  
 

COMMON EXCLUSIONS ON ASSOCIATIONS POLICIES 
 

Regardless of the insurance carrier, there are exclusions in every insurance policy for 
losses or damages caused directly or indirectly by any of the following.  For a complete 
list of the carriers exclusions, please request a copy of the policy.  
 

Here are a couple of the common standard exclusions in association 
policies:  
Earth Movement:  
Any earth movement (other than sinkhole collapse), such as earthquakes, landslides, 
mine subsidence or earth sinking, rising or shifting.  However; if earth movement results 
in fire or explosion, carriers will pay for the loss or damage caused by that fire or 
explosion.  In addition, volcanic eruptions, explosions or effusion.  However; if it results 
in a fire, building glass breakage or volcanic action, carriers should pay for the damage 
caused by that fire or volcanic action.  
Water, Mudslide or Mudflow:  
Such losses or damages are excluded regardless of any other cause or event that 
contributes concurrently or in any sequence to the loss.  However; claims will be paid for 
loss or damage, not otherwise excluded, on the following as long as they do not occur 
over a period of 14 days or longer:  

a) Sudden and accidental discharge or leakage of water or steam as a direct result 
of the breaking apart of a system or appliance (other than a sump pump) 
containing water or steam.  Claims payout for the cost to tear out and replace 
part of the building to repair damage to the system or appliance  

b) Water damage to the interior of buildings caused by or resulting from rain, snow, 
sleet, ice, sand or dust, whether driven by wind or not if the building first sustains 
damage by a covered cause of loss to its roof or walls or the damage is caused 
by or results from thawing of the snow, sleet in or on the building.  

c) Hail damage to the exterior of the buildings  
d) Water when used to suppress fire  

Negligent Work: There is a catch all exclusion that eliminates negligent work from 
contractors.  Simply, there is no coverage for faulty inferior design, maintenance or 
construction.  
 

ASSOCIATION CLAIM FILING AND PAYMENT APPROVAL 
 
File Claims:  
Whenever there is a claim or potential claim against the association (someone reports 
slipping or falling on the Association property, a pipe burst and floods units, common 
area damage, etc.), the board should immediately report/file a claim to its insurance 
carriers if the financial loss is close to the policy deductible.  The insurance carrier will 
send out their claims adjuster to investigate, evaluate and report back to the insured 
(Association) with documentation for damages covered under the policy.  
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Deductibles:  
When an Association purchases an insurance policy, one of the choices to make is the 
amount of the deductible.  A deductible is the amount of money that the insured (HOA) 
elects to pay toward a covered cause of loss.  Deductibles can be a fixed amount or a 
percentage of an insurance claim that is the responsibility of the HOA, and which the 
insurance company will deduct from the total claim payment to the HOA.  Sometimes, 
Board Members find comfort in low deductibles.  
 
Payment on Claims:  
However, lowering the deductible means more claims may be filed and paid which will 
most likely drive up renewal premiums for several years with all carriers who review the 
loss run history reports for the previous 3-4 years.  In order to keep premiums attractive, 
below are examples of when the Board may want to decline or approve the carrier 
paying out on the filed claim:  
 

EXAMPLE WHEN THE BOARD MIGHT RECONSIDER APPROVING PAYMENT ON A CLAIM: 

HOA has the option to pay $1,500 vs. having a claim appear on their loss history 
 

Loss, invoices for repairs total:  $11,500.00  
HOA's deductible    $10,000.00  
Insurer payment less deductible     $1,500.00  

 
EXAMPLE WHEN THE BOARD WOULD LIKELY CONSIDER PAYMENT ON A CLAIM: 

 
Loss, invoices for repairs total:  $50,000.00  
HOA's deductible    $10,000.00  
Insurer payment less deductible  $40,000.00  

 
Homeowners should obtain their own “HO-6 personal lines policy" that will help cover 
the Association's deductible expense and personal property or upgrades not covered 
under the Association's policy.  
 
Owner Responsibility for deductible: (Davis-Stirling.com language)  
Assuming the CC&Rs are silent on the issue, boards may adopt a policy in the Rules &  
Regulations that any loss attributable to an owner that results in a claim against the 
associations insurance, the owner shall pay the deductible.  The policy can be added to 
the Rules but amending the CC&Rs makes the policy stronger.  Any such amendment 
should make it clear that owners pay the deductible when they are responsible for the 
loss, either because of their own negligence or because something under their control 
failed (such as a dishwasher, toilet valve, etc.)  
 
Association Responsibility: Davis-Stirling.com language  
There will be losses where the association is responsible for paying the deductible.  So 
as to avoid special assessments and to satisfy Fannie Mae guidelines, associations 
should set up a fund to pay the deductible.  
 

EARTHQUAKE & FLOOD INSURANCE DEFINITIONS & TIPS 
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Earthquake Coverage:  
Earthquake Coverage is an optional coverage written in selected areas.  This coverage 
applies to the property, which includes buildings, business personal property, outdoor 
signs, valuable papers, business income, specified property, association fees and more. 
Coverage is usually written for the Full Value or a Lower Specified Value of the total 
Association in order to remain cost-effective.  For unit owner’s coverage, they must 
access California Earthquake Authority (CEA).  
 
Earthquake Sprinkler Leakage:  
This is an optional coverage which pays for loss or damage to the Building and 
Business Personal Property caused by leakage from an automatic Sprinkler System, or 
collapse of a tank that is part of the system.  No coverage for Tenant's property.  This 
coverage is available through Farmers for a very cost effective premium.  
 
Earthquake Deductibles:  
Deductibles typically range between 10 and 20 percent of each buildings replacement 
cost.  For example, if a building's total insurable value (cost to rebuild) is $1 Million, and 
the building is destroyed by an Earthquake, the Association would responsible for their 
10% deductible, in this case $100,000 and the Earthquake policy would payout 
$900,000 on the claim.  
 
California Earthquake Broker for Proposals:  
In California it is best to use one insurance agent to do their due diligence to obtain 
multiple carrier proposals for your Board of Directors to review and to avoid 
unnecessary problems that may arise from multiple agents trying to go to the same 
carriers. All EQ proposals are good for 30 days.  We advise you use an insurance agent 
that specializes in offering Earthquake quotations and make certain the Total Insured 
Value (TIV) is disclosed upfront on proposals so you are informed on the deductible 
limits that must be met for a claim.  
 
Board Authority:  
Per the Davis-Stirling Act, Boards can purchase or renew Earthquake coverage on their 
own without membership approval, provided the premiums are within the association's 
budget limitations (20% increase for regular due or 5% for special assessments).  If 
premiums require higher increases, Boards must obtain membership approval.  Boards 
do have the authority to discontinue Earthquake coverage but it is recommended they 
seek membership approval and notification before doing so.  In addition, Boards have 
the authority to take a loan from reserves to avoid financing charges, as long as 
notification is given to the membership, recorded in the minutes and it is paid back 
within one calendar year of disbursement date.  See Civil Code §1363.5  
 
Flood:  
Damage caused by flooding of rivers, storm surges and broken water mains are normal 
exclusions in most insurance policies.  If the Association sits in a flood zone, they are 
required to carry flood insurance through the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). 
Your insurance agent can propose this coverage; however, coverage normally takes 
approximately 30 days to go into effect.  Also, you can go to www.floodsmart.gov for 
additional information.  
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CALIFORNIA EARTHQUAKE AUTHORITY (CEA) 
EARTHQUAKE (EQ) COVERAGE FOR HOMEOWNERS OR 

RENTERS 
 
California Earthquake Authority (CEA) is available to owners of condominiums, 
townhomes and other units in the common interest developments.  
 
Association EQ insurance policies cover only the structures and typically would have a 
very high deductible.  The CEA helps the homeowner cover their deductible, as well as 
provide coverage for their contents, any upgrades to the home and loss of use of their 
unit.  There is a separate deductible that would apply to the homeowner's CEA policy, in 
addition to the HOA's deductible.  It insures the following for earthquake damage and 
deductibles apply:  
Real Property:  
Building additions, upgrades and alterations are included.  
Personal Property:  
Association's EQ policy will not cover your personal belongings  
Loss of Use:  
Additional living expenses if you have to move out while repairs are made.  
Earthquake Loss Assessment Coverage:  
This coverage will pay for your share of earthquake damage to the Association property 
when you are assessed because the Association either had no coverage or they need 
to meet their Associations policy deductible.  
 
What is Loss Assessment?  
In condominium communities, the exterior of buildings, certain building components and 
common areas are typically owned by all the condominium owners as a group.  In the 
event of earthquake damage to such property, the association may, in accordance with 
its bylaws, impose an assessment against all members of the association to pay for 
exterior or structural repairs.  This coverage is unique to condominium owners, in that if 
damage from an earthquake occurs and the losses are not fully covered by the 
association's master insurance policy, Loss Assessment coverage will help you pay for 
your share of certain assessments the association may impose on all property owners in 
your condominium development.  A partial list of assessments not covered are those 
made to pay for the repair of non-residential structures, awnings, patio coverings, pools, 
spas, clubhouses, artistic features or separate parking structures.  
 
Basically, a homeowner CEA policy works similarly to how a homeowner's personal 
policy would work.  The HOA's Property & Liability policy pays for the association's 
liability and property (including the buildings), but does not pay for the homeowner's 
liability or contents; thus the need for a homeowner to purchase their own personal 
policy.  The CEA policy is the same basic idea in that HOA has their own Earthquake 
policy that covers their property (including the buildings), while the CEA policy covers 
the homeowners' property.  
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CEA Policies are sold only through participating Insurance Companies and you must 
have your residential property "companion" policy with the same carrier to obtain a 
proposal.  
 

Directors & Officers Insurance Comparison 
 

What is Directors and Officers Liability Insurance?  
A Directors & Officers Liability policy provides protection for your association in the 
event that your Board is sued in conjunction with the performance of their duties.  Many 
Directors & Officers insurance policies exclude fundamental coverages in order to lower 
costs.  
         Farmers    State     
         Insurance Farm     CAU 
Prior Acts Coverage       Yes, upon  No No  
Current insurance started in January of this year,   Request 
yet a claim has just been filed from an event that happened  
two years ago with a different insurance company.  
Which insurance company will provide protection?  
Breach of Contract Coverage      Yes         No No     
Provides defense coverage for Breach of Contract Claim.  
Community Manager as Additional Insured    Yes         No Yes 
Somebody files a claim on the D&O Policy.  The person 
sues the manager as well as the HOA.  Since management 
contracts require the HOA to indemnify the management,  
which insurance company will provide coverage for both  
the HOA and management?  
Discrimination Coverage      Yes         No No 
Board is accused of making a decision based on race.  
Which insurance company will provide coverage?  
Non-Monetary Damages       Yes         No No 
An owner sues in an attempt to force the Board  
to enforce a provision in the CC&Rs.  
Which insurance company will provide coverage?  
Defense Costs Outside Limits      Yes          No No 
An insurance company pays for the legal expenses 
out of their pockets, not your Director & Officers policy limits.  
Which companies pay for costs incurred by defending the Directors?  
Failure to Maintain Insurance Coverage   Yes           No No 
(Including Earthquake Insurance)  
A Board does not purchase earthquake insurance, and the membership sues the Board 
for failure to maintain insurance.  
Which insurance company will provide protection?  

 
 
 

Recommended Insurance Requirements for Vendors 
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Commercial General Liability:  
Commercial General Liability policy limits of at least $1,000,000 per occurrence 
including Products and Completed Operations.  
 
Your association should be issued a Certificate of Insurance with the Additional Insured 
Endorsement (CG 20 10 11 85, CG 2033 10 01 or equivalent) naming your association 
as Additional Insured.  Upon receiving Additional Insured Endorsements, always ask for 
a list of exclusions on the policy and forward to Prendiville Insurance Agency for review.  
Exclusions can be discussed on a case by case basis depending on the nature of work, 
etc.  
 
There should be absolutely no exclusions for Condominium or Residential Work.  Other 
exclusions that should be considered are: Hot Tar; Height Limitations; Subsidence; 
Earth Movement; Torch Down Procedures.  
 
All contractors should also hold a current license.  To check the status of their license, 
visit the Contractors State License Board at http://www.cslb.ca.gov 
 
Automobile Liability:  
Automobile Liability policy limits of at least $1,000,000 per occurrence Including Hired 
Auto Liability and Non-Owned Auto Liability. 
  
Your association should be issued a Certificate of Insurance with the Additional Insured 
Endorsement (CG 20 10 11 85, CG 2033 or equivalent) naming your association as 
Additional Insured.  
 
Workers' Compensation Insurance:  
Workers' Compensation Insurance policy covering all employees for the scope of duties 
being performed at your premises.  
 
Your association should be issued a Certificate of Insurance showing your association 
as a Certificate Holder.  
 
All Insurance Policies Should Be Carried by AM Best A Rated Carriers.  
For more information contact Prendiville Insurance Agency at 877-487-9696.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachment1: Documents & Information Involved in the 
Quoting Process: 
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Certificate of Insurance:  
Lists policies and limits to verify if proper coverage is currently in place, meets Davis-
Stirling Civil Code requirements, effective dates for all policies, Umbrella limit and 
deductibles in place with current carriers.  
(Brokers/Agents cannot provide bids from same Insurance Carrier/Company)  
CCRs:  
Provides Associations legal name, approx. year built (if not known) and identifies 
property to be insured (walls in vs. bare walls vs. common area).  Instructs the Board of 
Directors what policies are required, mandatory policy limits (bonds & liability) and 
exclusions to prohibit on policies for the Association.  
Current Budget:  
Discloses reserve balances and monthly assessments for Fidelity Bond.  If 
condominium association, the minimum limit required to receive financing from FHA & 
fixed-rate financing from Fanny May is three times your monthly assessments plus 
reserve balances.  If high balances are in operating accounts, should consider 
increasing coverage as well.  Also, may disclose desired annual budget approved for 
insurance. 
Reserve Study:  
Lists major components Association is responsible to maintain and replace.  Important 
when proposing since it provides an informed second opinion for the age, material and 
recent replacement cost of components  
Site/Plot Map:  
Required to correctly identify all buildings and amenities on property for Brokers and 
Underwriters. 
Order 4 years of Loss Runs from current Broker of Record:  
Mention any recent insurance claims.  Underwriters need history to provide best 
premium & on occasion, to release quote.  Must be provided within 10 days per CA 
State Insurance Code 679.7.  
 
 Name of Association: _____________________________________  
 Property Management Company: ______________City: __________  
 Property Management Contact & Phone Number: _______________  
 Association's PROPERTY (random) Address: __________________  
  Need by date: ______________________ Gate Code: ___________  

Board Meeting date prior to renewal: _________________________ 
  Attendance at Board Meeting? _____________________________ 
 

The following questions, if answered, are helpful for confirmation. 
However, they can most likely be answered with the documents requested above: 

  
1. Year Built: _________________7. Garages attached, detached or carports: __ _____  
2. Number of Units: ____________8. Elevators, Fitness Rooms, or Boilers: __________ 
3. Number of Buildings: _________9. Do the Buildings have Sprinklers: _____________ 
4. Condo, PUD, or SFR: _______10. Does Association have Autos? __ Employees? __ 
5. Number of Clubhouses: _____11. Does Association have Earthquake Insurance? __ 
6. Number of Pool/Spa areas: __ 12. Any current claims filed or opened? ___________ 
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Attachment 2: Additional Insured Endorsements Tips - Three 
Steps 

This document is intended to be a general guideline that will help community managers 
navigate the process of obtaining Additional Insured Endorsements and Exclusion 
information. This guideline is not all inclusive of all the potential problems that may arise 
and the manager should always seek professional help when necessary. However, this 
document should prove helpful in the process.  
 

First Step - The Actual Contract  
Obtaining proper protection starts with the contract you have with the contractor or 
vendor.  The contract must require the Additional Insurance Endorsement with Primary 
and Non- Contributory Language, in writing.  This verbiage ensures the Company's 
insurance policy will be the first to pay (primary) and the client's insurer (Association) will 
not contribute (non- contributory) for claim payments.  Please disclose in the contract if 
you are sub-contracting out any work/ services so we can obtain the same insurance 
requirements from them.  
 
All Additional Insured Endorsements preface the coverage with, "when required in 
writing."  An insurance company can issue an Additional Insured Endorsement, but then 
offer no protection if the endorsement was not required in writing in the first place.  To 
be sure, make the requirement part of your contract and have it signed by all parties.  
There should be no language in the contract that states, "the owner waives all rights 
against the contractor and any of the contractors' subcontractors, agents, and 
employees."  If this wording is present, then all the coverage given under the 
contractors' insurance is essentially made null and void.  The Community Association is 
waiving its rights to make claims against the contractor and the contactor's policy.  
 

Second Step - The Specific Additional Insured Endorsement  
The following two items are critical in understanding if the endorsement is acceptable. 
Many types of businesses only have the option of one of these choices:  

1. The endorsement should have wording that says, "your work."  This reference is 
providing coverage for while the contractor is on premises as well as when they 
leave the premises.  

2. The less desirable language is, "ongoing operations."  This version means that 
when the contractor is done with the work, the Additional Insured Endorsement is 
no longer in effect.  

 

Third Step - Review the Policy Exclusions  
The following page lists exclusions that are typical in contractors' insurance and should 
be avoided, if possible.  This short list of common exclusions can financially affect 
Associations; however, this is not a catch all for all harmful exclusions.  Certain 
exclusions are of major concern to all types of contactors; however, we have noted 
some types of contractors certain exclusions impact the most.  Do not hesitate to ask for 
a copy of the "exclusion and endorsement pages" (Schedule A) on the 
contractor/business partner's policy from the Insurance Broker for further review.  If the 
project is large, you may also want to have your Association's attorney review the 
contractor's insurance policy.  
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Attachment 3: Common Exclusions on Contractors Insurance 
Policies: 

Many contractors shop for the cheapest insurance available.  Therefore, it is important 
that you, you property manage or best your insurance agent request copies of potential 
contractor’s insurance policies and carefully review them.  Cheaper policies often 
contain exclusions for certain types of work, for example:    
 
Multi-Family I Residential Exclusion (All Vendors):  
Sometimes this exclusion only applies to new construction.  Other times, this exclusion 
only applies to structural work.  Therefore, clarification may be required. In general, this 
exclusion is problematic for Associations.  
Subcontracted Work (All Vendors):  
Many insurance policies actually exclude lawsuits arising out of work performed by 
subcontractors.  Very common occurrence for large projects in Associations i.e. roofing, 
paving, tree trimming and tent exterminating projects to name a few.  
Products & Completed Operations (Structural):  
Some insurance companies that want to eliminate almost all of their risks for 
construction defect claims will insert this exclusion.  If structural work is involved, have 
this exclusion removed.  
Mold (Plumbers. Restoration):  
Common exclusion; however, plumbers will often be able to obtain a $50,000 sub limit 
for mold which is great, if you can get it.  If so, then this inclusion may be an important 
consideration in choosing a winning bid or business partner.  Otherwise, mold is 
oftentimes excluded.  
Explosion, Collapse, Underground (XCU) (Landscape, Plumbers, Structural):  
Particularly important for any projects where digging is required.  Minor digging may be 
allowed.   Therefore, if you see this exclusion, you may want to clarify the allowable 
depth.  The "XCU" exclusion is of major concern to structural projects, slab leaks or 
landscaping projects.  
Pollution (Electricians, Plumbers, Restoration, Roofing):  
This exclusion will be difficult to avoid.  However, pollution coverage from hostile fire is a 
coverage that is available.  
Assault & Battery (Security Companies):  
It excludes coverage from acts of assault and battery.  
Firearms (Security Companies):  
This is the same as assault & battery above.  
Pesticides (Landscape, Pest Control):  
Excludes coverage for pesticides.  
Roofing: 

Open Roof: This exclusion removes coverage from property damage while the 
roof is removed.  
Hot Tar: It excludes coverage from all damage caused from using hot tar, which 
is a serious fire culprit.  
Torch Down:  It is very similar to the hot tar exclusion above  
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Attachment 4: Recommended Annual Two Sided Handout to 
All Homeowners to Clarify General Insurance Information 

 
THE ASSOCIATION'S INSURANCE COVERAGE (side 1) 

 
Property Covered by the Association's Insurance  
Common areas; the structures, standard light fixtures, plumbing fixtures, cabinetry, 
countertops, and permanently installed appliances located in any residential unit.  
 
Property Not Covered by the Association's Insurance  
All floor, wall, ceiling coverings (such as carpet and paint) and all improvements and 
upgrades (such as new cabinets) located in any residential unit, as well as all of the 
homeowner's personal items.  
 
Risks Covered by the Association's Insurance  
Fire; lightning; windstorm; hail; explosion; riot; damage from aircraft or vehicle; smoke; 
vandalism; falling objects; weight of ice, snow or sleet; collapse; sudden and accidental 
discharge or leakage of water (as a direct result of the breaking apart or cracking of any 
part of a system or appliance containing water or steam).  
 
Risks Not Covered by the Association's Insurance  
Poor maintenance, wear and tear; rust, corrosion, fungus, decay, deterioration, hidden 
or latent defect or any quality in property that causes it to damage or destroy itself; 
smog; damage by insects or animals; settling, cracking, shrinking or expansion; 
repeated leaking or seeping of water (including around the shower, bathtub, toilet or 
sink); faulty construction; earth movement; volcanic eruption, explosion or effusion; 
water, in any form (except sudden and accidental discharge or leakage as mentioned 
above); mudslide or mudflow; asbestos; negligent work.  
 
The Association's Insurance Property Deductible is $5,000  
In many cases, the individual homeowner will be responsible for this deductible (such as 
an interior water claim, or perhaps a kitchen fire).  Homeowner's can purchase 
insurance on their own to cover this expense.  Contact your personal insurance agent 
for more information.  
 
How to File an Insurance Claim  
If you have an insurance issue, contact your own homeowner's insurance agent, as well 
as the association's management company.  Payments made under the Association's 
insurance policy are made to your board of directors as insurance trustee.  
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THE INDIVIDUAL HOMEOWNER'S INSURANCE (side 2) 
 

Individual Homeowner's Insurance  
Every homeowner needs to have their own individual insurance.  The Association's  
Insurance covers only the standard interiors of the residential units, but does not cover 
the floor, wall or ceiling coverings (such as paint and carpeting).  Therefore, each 
homeowner needs to insure all floor, wall, ceiling coverings and all interior 
improvements and upgrades (such as new cabinets) located in any residential unit.  
Other personal insurance coverages to consider include: Personal Items, Personal 
Liability, Loss of Use, and Loss Assessment.  If applicable, Landlord and Renters 
Insurance should be purchased, since any tenant vandalism will be viewed as a criminal 
activity of property entrusted to an individual with a financial interest - meaning the unit 
owner would be responsible, not the HOA.  
 
Individual Assessments and the Association's Deductible  
All homeowners should consider insurance to cover assessments levied by the 
Association to a homeowner, as well as coverage which helps the individual homeowner 
pay for the Association's deductible ($5,000) if needed.  Example: a pipe suddenly 
bursts within the residential unit wall causing extensive water damage and the 
Association's insurance repairs the damages.  The individual homeowner will likely be 
solely responsible for the Association's insurance deductible.  
 
Individual Earthquake Insurance, Earthquake Loss Assessment and Flood 
Insurance  
All homeowners should consider earthquake insurance for the inside of their unit and 
the contents within the unit. "Loss Assessment" coverage should be purchased on a 
homeowner's "earthquake" insurance policy to cover the homeowner's individual share 
of expenses from an Association's earthquake damage.  Each Homeowner should also 
consider Flood Insurance for the inside of their unit.   Example: quick, hard rains fill the 
common area and water moves onto a unit's patio and into the residential unit.  
 
How to Obtain an Insurance Certificate  
Certificates of Insurance (available to financial institutions for loan purposes) may be 
obtained by forwarding your bank's request via fax to (877) 532-7238, or e-mail at  
CertificateS@PrendivilleAgency.com.  
 
How to Obtain a Personal Insurance Review  
It is advisable to have your own insurance agent review your personal insurance needs 
every few years.  Thorough personal insurance reviews and quotes may also be 
obtained by calling Prendiville Insurance Agency at 760-770-5868.  
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Handouts (Other than those mentioned above):  None   
 
Next Meeting – Thursday, May 21, 2015 at the Cathedral City – City Hall 
 
 
____________________________ 
Tom Tousignant, Recorder 
 
 


